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Introduction

This is the supplemental appendix to “The Effect of White Social Prejudice on Support for Amer-

ican Democracy”, currently a working paper in preparation for submission and hopeful accep-

tance at a peer-reviewed journal. The supplemental appendix, like the manuscript, is a dynamic

document that automates the code and the presentation of the finished results in the document

itself (Xie, 2013). This approach to document preparation has multiple benefits, namely in the

ability to drive the incidence of transcription error to zero while calling specific results into

the document. We will make some references in this document to specific statistics that the raw

markup will show is a direct extrapolation from code into presentation. We plan to make the raw

markup available upon request during the peer review process and will deposit the final analyses

to the corresponding author’s Github account upon publication. This will facilitate transparency

in published statistical analysis, consistent with the Data Access and Research Transparency Ini-

tiative (DA-RT) by the American Political Science Association.

Descriptive Statistics

We start the supplemental appendix with basic descriptive statistics for the variables we present

in the manuscript. We choose to be brief in this section of the appendix since this information

is descriptive and provides basic background information about the analyses we present in the

manuscript.

Table A.1 is a basic table of descriptive statistics for all variables used in Figure 2 in the

manuscript, intuitively subsetting the descriptive statistics to just those Americans in the survey

that self-identify as white. We took care to note that we standardized all variables by two stan-

dard deviations around the mean for all non-binary inputs, which is consistent with best practice

in the mixed effects modeling framework (c.f. Gelman, 2008). Here, we present the summary

statistics for the raw inputs and, for ease, do not present summary statistics for the square terms

we also derive from the age and ideology variables.

Figure A.1 provides a quick visual summary of the variation of number observations by

survey wave/year and race/ethnicity. These categories are obviously not mutually exclusive, nor

related in a meaningful way. We offer this visualization to quickly communicate that 75% of the
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Table A.1: Descriptive Statistics for Variables Used in Figure 2 in the Manuscript

Variable Mean S.D. Min. Median Max. N Total N Perc. Valid

Age 48.922 17.245 18.000 48.500 94.000 4606 4621 99.7%
Army Rule (Dummy) 0.425 0.494 0.000 0.000 1.000 4476 4621 96.9%
College Educated 0.295 0.456 0.000 0.000 1.000 4621 4621 100%
Democrat 0.411 0.492 0.000 0.000 1.000 3838 4621 83.1%
Female 0.524 0.499 0.000 1.000 1.000 4621 4621 100%

Republican 0.446 0.497 0.000 0.000 1.000 3838 4621 83.1%
Oppose Democracy (Dummy) 0.123 0.329 0.000 0.000 1.000 4454 4621 96.4%
Ideology 4.811 1.958 0.000 4.000 9.000 4394 4621 95.1%
Income Scale 4.652 2.267 0.000 5.000 9.000 4344 4621 94%
Emancipative Values 0.003 0.488 -1.499 -0.036 1.341 4621 4621 100%

Strong Leader (Dummy) 0.249 0.433 0.000 0.000 1.000 4505 4621 97.5%
Unmployed 0.049 0.216 0.000 0.000 1.000 4564 4621 98.8%
White Social Prejudice 0.187 0.390 0.000 0.000 1.000 4621 4621 100%

third, fourth, fifth, and sixth waves of WVS data featured respondents who self-identify as white

and that the total number of observations by the survey year for those who self-identify as white.

Figure A.2 provides a correlation matrix of the variables used in Figure 2 in the analysis.

Only two of the covariates show any meaningful correlation: the dummy for Republican and

the dummy for Democrat. This much is unsurprising since those two variables are mutually

exclusive and serve as fixed effects communicating the effect of self-identifying with one of the

two major parties in the U.S. relative to the baseline of self-identified independents and third-

party supporters. No two other variables correlate in any meanginful way that would serve as

an estimation problem in the models we report in the manuscript.

The Nexus Between Education and Prejudice

We offer a special section of our analysis to an exploration of the multifaceted relationship be-

tween education and prejudice and support for democracy. We do this for a few reasons. One,

scholarship identifies that education is a substantively important correlate for both democracy

and tolerance. Some of the earliest scholarship on the topic classified an educated citizenry as

sine qua non feature for democracy to flourish, bolstering its importance by identifying formal

education as a necessary condition for democracy itself (Dewey, 1916; Lipset, 1959). More recent

analyses on the determinants of democracy have largely bolstered this assertion that education

is an important determinant of democracy and the public demand for more democracy (e.g.
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Figure A.1: Number of Observations by Race/Ethnicity and Survey Year in Our Analyses
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Figure A.2: A Correlation Matrix of the Variables Used in the Analysis

Barro, 1999; Sanborn and Thyne, 2014). These arguments invariably draw in scholarship that

highlights how education socializes young people. Education involves rote book-learning but

also lowers the cost of some social interactions (Glaeser, Ponzetto and Shleifer, 2007), promotes

good citizenship by emphasizing involvement and participatory behavior (Glaeser, Ponzetto and

Shleifer, 2007; Holmes, 1979) and teaches people how to acquire knowledge through reasoned

and peaceable debate (Bowles and Gintis, 1976). In essence, education also promotes tolerance

and tolerance also promotes democracy. Conventional wisdom holds that all three are mutually

reinforcing.

Questions remain about this conventional wisdom in light of current events and more recent

scholarship. For example, increasing education may lower social prejudice toward ethnic/racial

minorities, as the main results in the manuscript show, but it coincides with an increasing polit-

ical prejudice (Henry and Napier, 2017) that is symmetrical across the political left and political

right. It suggests a form of selection because increasing education is itself a form of selection.

Individuals often self-select into more education, and increasing educational attainment, espe-
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cially at the collegiate level, may do well to socialize most students about the importance of

democracy, equal opportunity of access for majorities and minorities within a democratic design,

and how to accept the presence of ethnic/racial outgroups as co-equals. However, students who

still hold those views after selecting into advanced levels of education should be more likely

to have a firm grasp on the “undesirable” equality-building features of democracy. This would

square with some of Federico’s (2005; 2006) research that finds negative racial perceptions de-

crease with more education but the effect of these same negative racial perceptions tends to be

stronger among the better educated. It would also match what we observed in Charlottesville in

2017, where a “Unite the Right” rally inspired by Richard Spencer (a two-time college graduate)

attracted a significant number of college students who still appeared to hold these views even

after exposure to college-level instruction. In other words, the effect of holding onto prejudiced

views after higher levels of education may make social prejudice’s effect on attitudes against

democracy even stronger even if we typically assume these effects cluster on the less educated.

We explore this nexus between education and prejudice with two different estimations of our

main analyses. The first alternate estimation allows the effect of college education and white

social prejudice to interact. The second alternate estimation drops the college education variable

but treats education as a category, or “random effect”, by which the slope of white social prejudice

can vary. We present the important results from these models as Figure A.3 and Figure A.4.

Figure A.3 contains two components. The top component is an abbreviated dot-and-whisker

plot that shows just the effect of college education, white social prejudice, and its interaction,

noting that the other covariates in the model are estimated but ultimately put in the appendix

to draw the reader’s attention to the main covariates of interest. The bottom component is

a ridgeline plot of simulated probabilities of the likelihood of observing a 1 in the model by

different categories of college education and white social prejudice. We annotate the top right of

each ridge with 95% confidence intervals surrounding the expected value (i.e. mean probability)

from the simulations.

We note that the dot-and-whisker plot does show one important difference between the main

results we presented in the manuscript. Namely, allowing college education to interact with

the white social prejudice measure creates a statistically significant effect on support for army

rule for the constituent term of college education that we did not observe in the main results

8
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we provide in the manuscript. Formally, it communicates that the effect of increasing college

education on those for whom our white social prejudice measure is zero decreases the likelihood

of thinking rule of government by the army would be good for the United States. However, the

interaction is statistically insignificant by conventional thresholds. Indeed, only one interactive

effect has an effect that can we discern from zero. The interaction between college education

and white social prejudice is positive and discernible from zero in the model that explores the

outright opposition to having a democracy for the United States.

The thousand simulations we run for each of these three analyses yields some interesting

findings. Namely, they offer some illustrative evidence that the effect of white social prejudice

on anti-democratic orientations may be higher on those with more education than those with

less education. Ultimately, the simulations we run show a lot of overlap among the two-by-

two matrix connecting college education and white social prejudice to attitudes in support of

a military government for the United States. Generally, white social prejudice has a somewhat

large, positive effect on the likelihood of thinking a military government for the United States

is good even though the 95% intervals surrounding the mean of the estimations clearly overlap.

However, our simulations suggest that the effect of white social prejudice seems to be larger on

the college-educated.

We see additional evidence suggesting this divergent effect of white social prejudice by level

of education in the models simulating the likelihood of opposing democracy and thinking strong-

man rule would be good for the United States. Here, the bottom two ridges (i.e. simulations for

the college-educated) show much starker effects of white social prejudice on the college-educated

than on those who did not complete a college degree. The 95% intervals barely overlap, for

which we will note that we are not making an inferential statement here, but the movement

we see serves as another noisy signal that the effect of white social prejudice may be higher

on the college-educated than on those without at least a four-year university degree. Indeed,

the simulations put the college-educated, but prejudiced, white Americans closer to those non-

prejudiced white Americans without a college degree. Whereas we commonly assume that a

university education opens up minds to appreciate democracy and the importance of broadly

enfranchising citizens to participate in matters of governance, the effect of prejudice towards im-

migrants/foreign workers, people of a different race, and those who speak a different language

10



seems to negate that effect.

Figure A.4 offers further evidence that the effect of white social prejudice may actually be

stronger at higher levels of education. Here, we re-estimate the three main models from the

main results in the appendix, but drop the college education fixed effect and substitute instead

education categories as random effects. These education random effect categories are for those re-

spondents without formal education or did not complete primary education, those who stopped

their education after primary school, those who did not finish high school/secondary education,

high school grads that never went to college, those that went to college but did not complete

a four-year degree, those with a bachelors or equivalent four-year degree, and those with an

advanced university degree (e.g. J.D., Ph.D., M.D., etc.).1 This estimation allows the slope of the

fixed effect of white social prejudice to vary by these levels of the random effect. After estimating

these three models, we ran a thousand simulations on each, calculating expected values of the

likelihood of an anti-democratic orientation while allowing the white social prejudice fixed effect

to vary from 0 to 1 at each level. We report the results of these simulations as expected values

(i.e. mean probabilities of an anti-democratic orientation in our simulations) with 95% intervals

at each level of education.

The simulations offer further illustrative evidence that the effect of white social prejudice

may be stronger at higher levels of education. Notice that white social prejudice appears to

have little effect at lower levels of education. Consider the categories for white Americans who

never had any exposure to college. The simulations all unequivocally suggest a positive effect of

white social prejudice; i.e. white social prejudice increases the likelihood of an anti-democratic

orientation even at lower levels of education. However, the effect is rather small and the 95%

intervals surrounding the mean probability from most simulations clearly overlap between those

who are tolerant and those whore are intolerant of immigrants/foreign workers, members of a

different race, and people who speak a different language. Only one category in our simulations

of white Americans at lower levels of education appeared to show a near discernible difference

between the tolerant and intolerant. White social prejudice appears to noticeably increase the

likelihood of a preference for rule of government by the U.S. army among high school dropouts.

1The “Some College, No Four-Year Degree” category includes respondents with a traditional two-year associates
degree.
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Figure A.4: The Effect of White Social Prejudice (as Random Slopes), by Level of Education, on
Anti-Democratic Orientations
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This is the lone category that emerges from our simulations of white social prejudice’s effect at

lower levels of education. Differences start to become clearer among the college-educated. There

is no overlap in the simulated effect of white social prejudice among those with a bachelors

degree or equivalent in the model estimating opposition to democracy or support for army rule.

A similar effect is observed in the effect of white social prejudice in supporting a strong leader

for those with an advanced university degree.

Differences start to become clearer at higher levels of education among those with at least

some exposure to college. The effect of white social prejudice starts to appear among those with

at least some college experience in the army rule and strong leader models, certainly comparing

the effect in that category relative to those with a high school diploma and no college experience

whatsoever. We start to see clear and discernible differences among the college graduates. There

is no overlap in the simulated effect of white social prejudice among those with a bachelors

degree or equivalent in the model estimating opposition to democracy. We see only a little

overlap in the model estimating support for army rule. We see similar discernible effects emerge

among those with an advanced university degree. The 95% intervals do not overlap in the strong

leader model, which suggests a clear and discernible effect of white social prejudice on attitudes

in support of strongman rule among the most educated white people in the United States. We

see only slight overlap in the model estimating support for rule of government by the U.S. army

among those with an advanced university degree.

The simulations suggest the effect of white social prejudice may be stronger (i.e. more precise

and more reliably positive) at higher levels of education. Notice that the distribution of simulated

first differences is not as reliably positive at lower levels of education. More than 15% of the first

differences from our simulations are negative for the effect of white social prejudice on those with

no formal/incomplete primary education and those who stopped schooling after completing the

equivalent of grade school for the two models evaluating support for rule of government by

the army and outright opposition to having a democracy in the United States. At higher levels

of education, our simulations more reliably yield results in which white social prejudice leads

to a greater likelihood of an anti-democratic orientation. There is only one of those ridges for

those with at least a high school education in which more than five percent of the simulated first

differences were negative. That was for the simulations for those with a high school education

13



(and no college experience) in the army rule estimation.

Notice the top two rows for each of the three models. These are simulated first differences for

the effect of white social prejudice on an anti-democratic orientation for those with a four-year

university degree and those with an advanced university degree. The first differences here are

overwhelmingly positive; indeed there were none in which more than five percent of the simu-

lated first differences were negative. However, it is striking how precisely positive they are. For

example, only four in 1,000 total simulations for those with advanced university degrees yielded

negative first differences in the opposition to democracy estimation and none were negative for

those with a four-year university degree. There were only seven simulations in which there were

negative first differences in the support for strongman rule equation, and no simulated first dif-

ference was negative for those with an advanced university degree. Overall, the simulated first

differences are less likely to be negative as the level of education increases, which offers more

clarification and more precision of what Figure A.3 shows. It may be easy to think that social

prejudice may be a force magnifier for those with lower levels of education, but our analysis

suggests this is not quite the case. Though increasing education does coincide with increasing

support for democracy in the U.S. (i.e. a lower likelihood of an anti-democratic orientation in our

model), the effect of white social prejudice appears to be stronger at higher, not lower, levels of

education.

Robustness Tests and Alternate Specifications

We use this section of the appendix to detail some robustness tests we ran to check how sensitive

our inferences are to the models we ran. We also use this section to include full results of some

abbreviated models we ran and displayed in the manuscript. We facilitate the reader’s experience

with this appendix by offering informative subsections so that the reader can jump to a particular

analysis from the table of contents we include on the first page. We will also summarize the main

takeaways from our robustness tests in list format.

• Our findings are not sensitive to the choice of optimizer. We conduct numerous robustness

tests of our main models to illlustrate this.

• There is no robust effect of social prejudice on anti-democratic orientations for non-white
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respondents in the WVS data. This offers an empirical justification for our argument about

white social prejudice in the United States.

• We experiment with different estimations of the white social prejudice measure. There

is no robust effect of attitudes toward Muslims or Jews as potential neighbors on anti-

democratic orientations, though these categories were no longer listed after the fourth wave

in 1999. The “militant minority” option is biased in the measurement sense and its effect

on anti-democratic orientations actually drifts negative. Anti-LGBT responses do have pos-

itive and significant effects in two of three models. These four alternate options, when

included in our white social prejudice measure, do not change the inferences we report

in the manuscript. Importantly, re-estimating our models while looping through all the

neighbor prompts do not consistently yield discernible effects on anti-democratic orienta-

tions and that a respondent saying s/he would not want, for example, a heavy drinker or an

emotionally unstable person is not enough to induce opposition to democracy or support

for authoritarian alternatives.

• We experiment with seven different estimations that account for concerns of spatial and

temporal heterogeneity in the data. These include a combination of fixed effects, random

effects, and subsetting the data to just the particular survey wave. Our findings are remark-

ably robust to almost all estimations. There were only two cases in which we could not

reject the null hypothesis: the oppose-democracy model in 1995 and the army-rule model

in 1999. However, we think it important to highlight this a successful replication rate of

91.67% in the combined 24 models we report in Figure A.11.

Optimizer Checks

We start with a brief discussion of the parameter optimization for the models we ran and present

in the manuscript. We ran a series of generalized linear mixed effects models with weakly in-

formative Wishart priors on the covariance matrices. For convenience, we opted for parameter

optimization through the bound optimization by quadratic approximation (BOBYQA) method (c.f.

Powell, 2009). The standard generalized linear mixed effects model estimation does parameter

optimization through a combination of BOBYQA and the Nelder and Mead (1965) “downhill sim-

plex” method. This approach is “standard” for estimation but, in practice, creates much longer
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computation times as the optimization goes through a series of convergence checks.

We test whether this optimization choice we made for convenience may have changed the

results of our model. We re-estimated the three models we report in the manuscript with a

battery of different optimizers. These are the aforementioned Nelder-Mead method and BOBYQA

methods. We also use the same models but permit additional stopping criteria through non-linear

optimization (nlopt) if the optimization procedures believes it has found the optimum. This

speeds up computation at the expense of additional convergence checks. Additional optimization

methods include large-scale, quasi-Newton, bound-constrained optimization of the Byrd et al.

(1995) method (L-BFGS-B), iterative derivative-free k-bounded optimization of the Nelder and

Mead (1965) method (nmkb) (Kelley, 1999), and non-linear minimization with box constraints

(nlminb) (c.f. Facchinei, Judice and Soares, 1998).

We briefly communicate how these different optimizers do not at all influence the results. Fig-

ure A.5 is a comparison of the log-likelihoods for these different optimizers across the three main

models we report in the manuscript. Figure A.6 compares the coefficient and standard errors

(95% intervals) for the white social prejudice variable across these multiple parameter optimiza-

tions. Notice there is almost zero difference across these different parameter optimizations. This

suggests the results we report in the manuscript are not sensitive to the parameter optimization

we chose for computational convenience.

There Is No Robust Effect of Social Prejudice on Non-White Respondents

Our theoretical argument focuses on white Americans and we justify this in the manuscript with

our review of U.S. history and academic literature on prejudice and tolerance. However, there

is good reason to wonder if the effect is generalizable to all Americans, even those who are not

white. This is especially important given that the reader could interpret our argument about

democracy as opportunity of access as cutting both ways.

We subset the data to non-white respondents across the third through sixth waves of World

Values Survey (WVS) data and re-estimated the three main analyses we report in Figure 2 in

the manuscript. The results show there is no robust effect of social prejudice on anti-democratic

orientations for non-white respondents. Only the strong leader model (AM1) had a statistically

significant effect. The lower bounds of the 95% intervals surrounding the coefficient estimates in
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Figure A.5: A Comparison of the Log-Likelihoods from Different Parameter Optimization Proce-
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Figure A.6: A Comparison of the Coefficients and Standard Errors for the White Social Prejudice
Variable from Different Parameter Optimization Procedures
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Table A.2: The Covariates of Democratic Orientations of Non-White
Americans in the World Values Survey (1995-2011)

AM1 AM2 AM3
Strong Army Oppose
Leader Rule Democracy

Age -0.436 ** -0.323 * -0.863 ***
(0.145) (0.139) (0.261)

Age^2 0.061 0.162 -0.501

(0.277) (0.267) (0.475)
Female 0.104 -0.043 0.244

(0.131) (0.127) (0.195)
College Educated -0.434 * -0.061 -1.475 ***

(0.172) (0.163) (0.370)
Ideology 0.219 0.007 -0.014

(0.134) (0.129) (0.192)
Ideology^2 -0.175 -0.142 0.300

(0.168) (0.160) (0.232)
Income Scale 0.034 -0.248 0.154

(0.143) (0.139) (0.210)
Republican -0.143 0.053 -0.347

(0.264) (0.254) (0.319)
Democrat 0.314 0.014 -1.107 ***

(0.221) (0.213) (0.269)
Unemployed 0.635 ** 0.134 0.447

(0.231) (0.220) (0.281)
Emancipative Values -0.494 *** -0.120 -0.398

(0.148) (0.141) (0.214)
Social Prejudice 0.625 ** 0.293 0.307

(0.201) (0.198) (0.273)

Random Effect
sd(Year) 0.366 0.263 0.222

N 1096 1090 1093

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
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the army rule and opposition to democracy models clearly overlap with zero. All told, Table A.2

offers an empirical justification of our decision to focus on the effect of social prejudice on white

Americans. Our argument is aggrieved white Americans perceive democracy as empowering

unwelcome ethnic/racial minorities with an equal opportunity of access to power beyond the

minority’s numerical endowment. This leads to an anti-democratic orientation we observe among

white Americans if these respondents do not view these groups as welcome in their life. However,

we do not observe a robust effect of this social prejudice for non-white Americans.

Alternate Estimations of White Social Prejudice Do Not Change Our Inferences

We also consider whether the inferences we report in the manuscript are sensitive to the measure

of white social prejudice we devised. The ridgeline plots in the manuscript’s Figure 3 show a

discernible robustness in our simulations of the 12 different models we ran. Only one of the

thousand simulations of those 12 models resulted in a distribution of first differences in which

more than 5% of the first differences were negative. That was the simulated first differences for

the effect of not wanting a neighbor who spoke a different language on attitutes in opposition to

democracy. Even then, just 7.6% of those simulated first differences were negative.

We explore the effect that some other relevant responses may have on the anti-democratic

orientations we analyze. For one, our identification of white social prejudice leveraged responses

that identified immigrants/foreign workers, members of a different race, and people who speak

a different language as indicators of white social prejudice if the respondent would not welcome

these groups as neighbors. There are two other responses of interest: Jews and Muslims. White

nationalists routinely single out Muslims as a threat to their perception of American values and

anti-Semitism is a long-running strand of bigotry in groups like the Ku Klux Klan. However, our

specification opted for common nouns in lieu of proper nouns for the analyses we report in the

manuscript. Further, WVS listed Muslims as potential responses in 1995 and 1999 and Jews as

an option in the 1999 wave. They regrettably do not appear in the post-9/11 waves in 2006 and

2011.

Table A.3 is our re-estimation of Figure 2 from the manuscript for which the white social

prejudice measure includes responses from 1995 and 1999 that also identified Muslims or Jews

as unwelcome neighbors. Nothing changes in our inferences. The white social prejudice measure
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Table A.3: The Covariates of Democratic Orientations of
White Americans in the World Values Survey [with

anti-Jews/Muslims Responses] (1995-2011)

AM4 AM5 AM6
Strong Army Oppose
Leader Rule Democracy

Age -0.443 *** -0.449 *** -0.636 ***
(0.087) (0.077) (0.120)

Age^2 0.155 0.041 0.070

(0.158) (0.139) (0.223)
Female 0.048 0.137 0.518 ***

(0.084) (0.072) (0.118)
College Educated -0.563 *** -0.157 -1.033 ***

(0.103) (0.083) (0.171)
Ideology -0.007 -0.169 * -0.265

(0.102) (0.082) (0.138)
Ideology^2 -0.528 *** -0.269 ** -0.124

(0.132) (0.102) (0.175)
Income Scale 0.044 -0.013 -0.433 ***

(0.092) (0.079) (0.128)
Republican -0.392 ** -0.207 -0.222

(0.130) (0.115) (0.159)
Democrat -0.087 -0.066 -1.581 ***

(0.124) (0.111) (0.187)
Unemployed 0.529 ** 0.079 0.603 *

(0.188) (0.176) (0.241)
Emancipative Values -0.633 *** 0.018 -0.695 ***

(0.095) (0.080) (0.135)
White Social Prejudice 0.475 *** 0.320 *** 0.381 **
(w/ anti-Jews/Muslims Responses) (0.097) (0.089) (0.132)

Random Effect
sd(Year) 0.190 0.232 0.227

N 3452 3433 3421

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
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is still statistically significant across all three estimations.

We ran separate models to assess the effect of social prejudice toward Jews or Muslims on

anti-democratic orientations and report these results as an abbreviated dot-and-whisker plot

in in Figure A.7, focusing on on just the two independent variables of interest. We found no

robust effect across all estimations. Only the model estimating the effect of anti-Semitic prejudice

on opposition to democracy has any significant effect of the six different estimations we ran.

Ultimately, the effect of social prejudice toward Jews (in 1999) and Muslims (in 1995 and 1999)

appear to have no robust effect on anti-democratic orientations. The responses do not change

the inferences we report in the analyses when we include them into our measure but the two

responses, by themselves, have no robust effect.

n: 717

n: 1614

n: 714

n: 1607

n: 724

n: 1629

Army Rule Oppose Democracy Strong Leader

−0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 −0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 −0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Would Not Want
Jewish Neighbor

Would Not Want
Muslim Neighbor

Coefficient Estimate (with 95% Intervals)

Model Would Not Want
Jewish Neighbor

Would Not Want
Muslim Neighbor

Results are abbreviated, faceted dot−whisker plots that communicate just the effect of the particular Social Prejudice coefficient. Full results are available in the replication file.
Note: each dot and whisker is annotated with the number of observations from the statistical model.

The 'Jewish neighbor' prompt was available only in 1999. The 'Muslim neighbor' prompt is available only in 1995 and 1999.

Figure A.7: Abbreviated Dot-and-Whisker Plots of the Effect of Prejudice Toward Jews and Mus-
lims on Anti-Democratic Orientations

We also consider whether the “militant minority” option affects our inferences. We can see

the intuition behind this response for the sake of our argument. “Militant minority” could easily

prime a respondent to think of an activist group like the Black Panthers, soliciting an anti-

democratic orientation consistent with our argument. It could also conjure jihadi terrorists given

its lone appearance in the first WVS wave after the September 11, 2001 terror attacks. However,

we fear this term is biased in the measurement sense. A respondent who selects this could be

prejudiced against the “minority” or may be reacting to the “militant” magnifier that WVS added.
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A person could justifiably conjure an image of a potential neighbor sufficiently “militarized”

with weaponry in that response and not want that person as a neighbor. We should be careful as

researchers to not view that response as necessarily indicating prejudice against an ethnic/racial

minority.

We re-ran the models from Figure 2 in the manuscript, including potential responses for

“militant minority” in the 2006 wave in our white social prejudice variable. The results we report

in Table A.4 are substantively identical to Figure 2 in the manuscript. This holds even though the

effect of the “militant minority” treatment drifts negative, per the individual regressions we ran

and summarize as an abbreviated dot-and-whisker plot in Figure A.8. Table A.4 and Figure A.8

offer important takeaways similar to Table A.3 and Figure A.7. Alternate responses consistent

with white social prejudice do not change our inferences when we add them to our measure but

these alternate responses, by themselves, have no robust effect on anti-democratic orientations.

Figure 3 (in the manuscript) highlights how the effect of the three categories we included in our

measure are robust as individual indicators in a model, itself a form of a robustness test for the

effect of white social prejudice on anti-democratic orientations of white Americans.
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Results are abbreviated, faceted dot−whisker plots that communicate just the effect of the particular Social Prejudice coefficient. Full results are available in the replication file.
Note: each dot and whisker is annotated with the number of observations from the statistical model.

The question prompt appears in just the 2006 wave.

Figure A.8: Abbreviated Dot-and-Whisker Plots of the Effect of Not Wanting a ‘Militant Minority’
for a Neighbor on Anti-Democratic Orientations

We do a similar estimation approach that looks at the effect of anti-LGBT responses cap-

tured in the “homosexuals” item. Anti-LGBT prejudice has been a recurring theme in the Ku
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Table A.4: The Covariates of Democratic Orientations of
White Americans in the World Values Survey [with

’Militant Minority’ Responses] (1995-2011)

AM10 AM11 AM12
Strong Army Oppose
Leader Rule Democracy

Age -0.441 *** -0.449 *** -0.634 ***
(0.087) (0.077) (0.120)

Age^2 0.161 0.045 0.071

(0.158) (0.139) (0.224)
Female 0.041 0.133 0.514 ***

(0.084) (0.072) (0.118)
College Educated -0.572 *** -0.162 -1.043 ***

(0.103) (0.083) (0.171)
Ideology 0.001 -0.164 * -0.262

(0.102) (0.082) (0.138)
Ideology^2 -0.528 *** -0.269 ** -0.125

(0.132) (0.102) (0.175)
Income Scale 0.043 -0.015 -0.432 ***

(0.092) (0.079) (0.128)
Republican -0.386 ** -0.205 -0.215

(0.130) (0.115) (0.159)
Democrat -0.083 -0.064 -1.577 ***

(0.124) (0.111) (0.187)
Unemployed 0.530 ** 0.081 0.608 *

(0.188) (0.176) (0.241)
Emancipative Values -0.641 *** 0.014 -0.700 ***

(0.095) (0.080) (0.135)
White Social Prejudice 0.416 *** 0.314 *** 0.332 *
(w/ anti-’Militant Minority’ Responses) (0.099) (0.089) (0.134)

Random Effect
sd(Year) 0.168 0.219 0.228

N 3452 3433 3421

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
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Klux Klan (Gibson, 1987, for example) and it is not uncommon for white people who espouse

prejudice toward members of a difference race or immigrants to also espouse prejudice toward

LGBT individuals. We develop two means to explore the effect of anti-LGBT prejudice on anti-

democratic orientations. First, we code a 1 for any respondent who would not want a homosexual

(per the item prompt) as a neighbor in addition to any of the three main items we code as part of

our prejudice measure. Further, we look at the effect of this item in particular on anti-democratic

orientations.

The results from Table A.5 tell an identical story we communicate in this appendix and the

manuscript. Namely, the results are substantively identical despite only a modest correlation

between the main social prejudice measure and the one that also includes cases where white

individuals did not want a gay person as a neighbor (r = 0.641). The inclusion of this variable

into the main measure does not meaningfully change the inferences we report in the manuscript

or this appendix. Separate models summarized in Figure A.9 that look at the effect of anti-LGBT

prejudice for white respondents on anti-democratic orientations do show positive coefficients

in all three models. These would be consistent with a hypothesis of the effect this kind of

prejudice should have since democracies provide protections for and access to LGBT people,

who are unwelcome minorities for people with anti-LGBT prejudice. However, the coefficients

are discernible from zero in only two of the three models and do not have the same kind of

precision of the coefficients we show in the main paper.

The Effect of All the Neighbor Prompts on Anti-Democratic Orientations

We have good theoretical and practical reason to focus our analyses to white prejudice against

racial and ethnic minorities like immigrants, people of a different race, and people who speak a

different language. However, it might be the case that any of these prompts might coincide with

an anti-democratic orientation and that the analyses we report in the manuscript, and elsewhere

in the appendix, amount to test that just scrutinizes white supremacists. Toward that end, we

loop across all responses in the individual neighbor prompts and report them as abbreviated

dot-and-whisker plots in Figure A.10.2

2The prompts for extremists, Jews, and militant minorities appear in just one survey wave and thus have no
temporal heterogeneity to model. The prompts for criminals, those who speak a different language, people from a
different religion, emotionally unstable people, Muslims, and unmarried people appear in just two survey waves. We
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Table A.5: The Covariates of Democratic Orientations of
White Americans in the World Values Survey [with

anti-LGBT Responses] (1995-2011)

AM7 AM8 AM9
Strong Army Oppose
Leader Rule Democracy

Age -0.450 *** -0.454 *** -0.641 ***
(0.087) (0.077) (0.120)

Age^2 0.149 0.037 0.062

(0.158) (0.139) (0.223)
Female 0.060 0.145 * 0.533 ***

(0.084) (0.072) (0.119)
College Educated -0.568 *** -0.159 -1.034 ***

(0.103) (0.083) (0.171)
Ideology -0.006 -0.170 * -0.267

(0.102) (0.082) (0.138)
Ideology^2 -0.552 *** -0.287 ** -0.152

(0.132) (0.102) (0.176)
Income Scale 0.052 -0.009 -0.430 ***

(0.092) (0.079) (0.128)
Republican -0.406 ** -0.217 -0.236

(0.130) (0.115) (0.160)
Democrat -0.084 -0.064 -1.576 ***

(0.124) (0.111) (0.187)
Unemployed 0.524 ** 0.075 0.604 *

(0.188) (0.176) (0.241)
Emancipative Values -0.565 *** 0.066 -0.611 ***

(0.097) (0.082) (0.138)
White Social Prejudice 0.393 *** 0.282 *** 0.415 ***
(w/ anti-LGBT Responses) (0.089) (0.079) (0.122)

Random Effect
sd(Year) 0.199 0.237 0.233

N 3452 3433 3421

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
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Results are abbreviated, faceted dot−whisker plots that communicate just the effect of the particular Social Prejudice coefficient. Full results are available in the replication file.
Note: each dot and whisker is annotated with the number of observations from the statistical model.

Figure A.9: Abbreviated Dot-and-Whisker Plots of the Effect of Not Wanting a Gay Person for a
Neighbor on Anti-Democratic Orientations
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Figure A.10: Abbreviated Dot-and-Whisker Plots of the Effect of All the Neighbor Prompts on
Anti-Democratic Orientations
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The results lend some confidence to our argument that there is good theoretical and practical

reason to focus on white prejudice against racial and ethnic minorities. Simply listing heavy

drinkers as unwelcome neighbors, for example, was not enough to induce an anti-democratic

orientation in any survey prompt. Listing emotionally unstable people also did not have a robust

effect across all three models. There would be no theoretical reason to believe it should have

that effect. Indeed, there are only four of the neighbor prompts that are positive and statistically

significant at least at the .1 level for all three models. Three of them are the prompts we include

in our white social prejudice variable. The only other one is the responses toward people with

AIDS.

Experimenting With Different Considerations of Temporal (and Spatial) Heterogeneity

We chose to be flexible with how we address unit heterogeneity in the data. We modeled the

temporal heterogeneity but it is conceivable there is also spatial heterogeneity in which Ameri-

cans in the South, for example, cluster more than Americans in the Northeast. Thus, we follow

Schmidt-Catran and Fairbrother (2015), who argue that the best way to handle spatial and tem-

poral heterogeneity in survey data like the World Values Survey is to include random effects for

the spatial unit, the year of observation, and the intersection of the spatial unit and the year. This

creates random effects in our analysis for the survey year (i.e. 1995, 1999, 2006, 2011), the Census

region (i.e. Midwest, Northeast, South, West), and the Census region-year (e.g. South-2011, West-

1995, Midwest-2006). We model all random effects with weakly informative Wishart priors on

the covariance matrices (c.f. Chung et al., 2015) given the relatively few number of categories. We

report these analyses in Table A.6, showing that the results are almost identical to the inferences

we report in the manuscript’s Figure 2.

Finally, we ran multiple versions of the same model to note that different techniques for

modeling temporal and/or spatial heterogeneity have no effect on the inferences we report in

the analyses. Figure A.11 is an abbreviated dot-and-whisker plot that includes the estimates of

white social prejudice for estimations in which we model temporal and/or spatial heterogeneity

with 1) just year random effects (i.e. the results we report in the manuscript), 2) region, region-

model those analyses with fixed effects for survey year. All other prompts appear in all four waves of the WVS data
and we model those with random effects for the survey year.
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Table A.6: The Covariates of Democratic Orientations of White
Americans in the World Values Survey [with Spatial-Temporal Random

Effects] (1995-2011)

AM13 AM14 AM15
Strong Army Oppose
Leader Rule Democracy

Age -0.437 *** -0.451 *** -0.653 ***
(0.088) (0.077) (0.122)

Age^2 0.137 0.046 0.064

(0.159) (0.140) (0.226)
Female 0.049 0.138 0.575 ***

(0.084) (0.072) (0.120)
College Educated -0.573 *** -0.162 -1.097 ***

(0.104) (0.083) (0.176)
Ideology -0.001 -0.163 * -0.268

(0.102) (0.082) (0.140)
Ideology^2 -0.520 *** -0.262 * -0.122

(0.132) (0.102) (0.177)
Income Scale 0.041 -0.013 -0.435 ***

(0.093) (0.080) (0.131)
Republican -0.394 ** -0.208 -0.229

(0.131) (0.116) (0.162)
Democrat -0.074 -0.071 -1.621 ***

(0.125) (0.111) (0.191)
Unemployed 0.516 ** 0.069 0.686 **

(0.189) (0.176) (0.242)
Emancipative Values -0.621 *** 0.039 -0.674 ***

(0.096) (0.081) (0.138)
White Social Prejudice 0.531 *** 0.367 *** 0.502 ***

(0.102) (0.094) (0.138)

Random Effect
sd(Year) 0.188 0.223 0.313

sd(Census Region) 0.130 0.090 0.399

sd(Census Region:Year) 0.195 0.079 0.265

N 3432 3413 3401

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
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year, and year random effects (i.e. abbreviated from Table A.6), 3) region and year fixed effects,

and 4) fixed effects for just the year.3 We also re-run the models subsetting the data to each year

(i.e. individual models for 1995, 1999, 2006, and 2011).

Figure A.11 shows all these effects in the fixed effects and random effects models are almost

identical. The differences between these estimates are, at most, in the hundredths of a decimal

point of the coefficient and associated z statistic. The results for the individual models that

subset the analyses to the individual survey year are worth highlighting. We want the reader to

notice we that we observe significant effects in all but two estimations. These were the opppose-

democracy model in 1995 and the army-rule model in 1999, which Figure A.1 suggests were

going to be low-power analyses. Ten of the other 12 estimations yield significant results.

We think this is an important finding from our paper. Our main analyses leverage all four

waves together, offering random effects for the survey years, to show a general relationship be-

tween white social prejudice and opposition to democracy. This is a current and salient policy

discussion in the age of Trump and there is no shortage of analyses in major newspapers and

academic blogs about how Trump’s rhetoric erodes democratic norms and compromises demo-

cratic longevity in the United States. Our major survey data sets are starting to track these

developments as well. However, we find these trends emerging as early as 1995, a full 20 years

before then-candidate Trump first descended his gilded escalator to begin his presidential cam-

paign with a statement that Mexicans were rapists and thugs. Our findings at least uncover the

framework that allowed for Trump’s rise to power.

We choose to present the results we do because we think the mixed effects modeling frame-

work is flexible for the nature of the data. We also think the random effect for the survey year

is an appropriate focus because of a concern for how these attitudes might be increasing over

time in the U.S. Ultimately, different specifications of spatial and temporal heterogeneity have no

effect on the inferences we report in the manuscript.

Estimating the Main Models as Ordinal Logistic Regressions

We next consider whether our decision to condense the ordinal nature of the survey items to

binary indicators had any effect on our inferences for the hypothesis of interest. In theory, con-

3The baselines in the fixed effects models are for 1995 (survey year) and the Midwest (Census region).
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Figure A.11: Dot-and-Whisker Plots of the Effect of White Social Prejudice Across Multiple Spec-
ifications for Temporal/Spatial Heterogeneity
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densing an ordinal item to a categorical/“binary” variable should have no biasing effect on the

regression parameters. It instead introduces noise into the parameters by condensing informa-

tion on an ordinal scale to a binary “there” or “not there” distinction (Berry and Feldman, 1985).

Our decision to present the main analyses as logistic regressions rather than ordinal logistic re-

gressions comes from a practical concern. We find the logistic regression to be more intuitive to

readers and logistic regressions spare the reader from having to bother with the ancillary regres-

sion parameters (e.g. the thresholds) that come with the ordinal regression framework. However,

we conduct a robustness test to see if this decision for our convenience had any effect on the

main independent variable of interest.

Table A.7 shows the effect of white social prejudice to be effectively the same when we model

the ordinal nature of the survey responses in lieu of condensing them to binary variables. The

effect of a white American not wanting a neighbor who was an immigrant, of a different race, or

spoke a different language on democratic orientations is statistically significant across all three

estimations. Here, white social prejudice increases the value a white American puts on having

a strong leader unencumbered by legislative or electoral oversight, increases the value a white

American places on having the U.S. army rule the government, and decreases the value a white

American puts on having a democratic political system in the United States. The inferences are

identical to what we report in the manuscript and elsewhere in this appendix.

Alternate Measures of Support for American Democracy

We offer a final set of robustness tests for the main dependent variables we model in the

manuscript. First, we are interested in an alternate measure for the “having a democratic po-

litical system” question we model. That prompt is a regular staple in the WVS data since the

third wave, asking the respondent to say whether “having a democratic political system” is very

good, good, bad, or very bad for the United States. The fifth and sixth waves feature an another

question that gets at the same concept. This question prompts the reader to answer “how impor-

tant is it for you to live in a country that is governed democratically?” The responses range from

1 (not at all important) to 10 (absolutely important).

We ran two linear models on this item. The first resembles Figure 2 in the manuscript while

the second interacts college education with our white social prejudice measure. Mixed effects
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OM1 OM2 OM3
Age −0.513∗∗∗ −0.475∗∗∗ −0.563∗∗∗

(0.070) (0.068) (0.074)
Age-squared 0.155 0.162 0.199

(0.125) (0.123) (0.132)
Female 0.163∗ 0.144∗ 0.298∗∗∗

(0.066) (0.064) (0.069)
College Educated −0.398∗∗∗ −0.128 −0.450∗∗∗

(0.076) (0.073) (0.080)
Ideology −0.115 −0.184∗ −0.204∗

(0.077) (0.073) (0.081)
Ideology-squared −0.560∗∗∗ −0.342∗∗∗ −0.373∗∗∗

(0.098) (0.091) (0.102)
Income Scale 0.043 0.008 −0.349∗∗∗

(0.072) (0.071) (0.076)
Republican −0.321∗∗ −0.198 −0.343∗∗

(0.105) (0.103) (0.109)
Democrat −0.104 −0.071 −0.883∗∗∗

(0.101) (0.099) (0.106)
Unemployed 0.331∗ −0.016 0.320

(0.163) (0.161) (0.172)
Emancipative Values −0.665∗∗∗ −0.043 −0.513∗∗∗

(0.075) (0.072) (0.078)
White Social Prejudice 0.429∗∗∗ 0.340∗∗∗ 0.282∗∗

(0.086) (0.084) (0.090)
1|2 −0.494∗∗ −1.226∗∗∗ −0.473∗∗∗

(0.153) (0.151) (0.125)
2|3 0.937∗∗∗ 0.266 1.695∗∗∗

(0.154) (0.149) (0.130)
3|4 2.941∗∗∗ 2.470∗∗∗ 3.045∗∗∗

(0.170) (0.159) (0.152)
Log Likelihood -3899.156 -4301.916 -3294.508

AIC 7830.311 8635.831 6621.015

BIC 7928.659 8734.090 6719.218

Num. obs. 3452 3433 3421

Groups (year) 4 4 4

Variance: year: (Intercept) 0.051 0.049 0.017

∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗p < 0.05

Table A.7: Ordinal Mixed Effects Models of Democratic Orientations of White Americans
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modeling collapses to clasical regression when there are only two groups (i.e. survey years) so

we forgo the mixed effects framework and include a fixed effect for 2011 compared to the 2006

survey wave.4 The only difference in interpretation is we expect the effect to be negative. White

social prejudice should decrease the value that white Americans afford to living in democracy.

Table A.8: The Covariates of the Importance of Living in a Democracy
for White Americans in the World Values Survey (2006, 2011)

AM16 AM17

Age 0.953 *** 0.956 ***
(0.086) (0.086)

Age^2 -0.272 -0.272

(0.152) (0.152)
Female -0.050 -0.052

(0.079) (0.079)
College Educated 0.356 *** 0.297 **

(0.092) (0.101)
Ideology 0.322 *** 0.314 **

(0.097) (0.097)
Ideology^2 0.376 *** 0.379 ***

(0.113) (0.112)
Income Scale 0.172 0.173

(0.102) (0.102)
Republican 0.612 *** 0.611 ***

(0.133) (0.133)
Democrat 0.774 *** 0.772 ***

(0.129) (0.129)
Unemployed -0.303 -0.318

(0.224) (0.225)
Emancipative Values 0.348 *** 0.351 ***

(0.092) (0.092)
White Social Prejudice -0.339 *** -0.413 ***

(0.093) (0.107)
White Social Prejudice*College Education 0.291

(0.213)
Year = 2011 -0.312 *** -0.305 ***

(0.083) (0.083)
N 1820 1820

R2 0.132 0.133

logLik -3497.135 -3496.194

AIC 7024.271 7024.388

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.

Table A.8 yields results similar to what we report in the manuscript and elsewhere in the

4Figure A.11 lends support to the idea that different estimations of spatial and temporal heterogeneity have little-
to-no effect on the results we report.
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appendix. The white social prejudice measure decreases the value that white Americans afford

to living in democracy as much as it makes them open to specific autocratic alternatives.

Further, we create two indices—one additive and another as a latent estimate from the fac-

tor scores of a graded response model (c.f. Samejima, 1969)—and estimate the analyes as linear

mixed effects models. The results in Table A.9 are substantively identical to what we report in

the manuscript. This should not be surprising since the coefficients for the white social prejudice

variable were robust across all three items that comprise both the additive index and the latent

estimate. The additive index and latent estimate models communicate similar effects. We also

offer the factor loadings from the graded response model that created the latent estimate. The

information we present communicates that even as the three items do well to generally com-

municate anti-democratic orientations in a cross-national context (e.g. Ariely and Davidov, 2011;

Miller, 2017), the items do not necessarily cluster together in the United States.

Finally, we unpack the implications of Welzel (2013). Welzel created a four-item index of

what he terms “emancipative values”, which consist of sub-values of “autonomy”, “choice”,

“equality”, and “voice.” The voice component of the emancipative values framework is of par-

ticular interest here because it also communicates democratic orientations similar to the ones we

measure through the manuscript and appendix. After all, the “voice” variable is measuring the

relative importance the respondent gives to allowing more people more say in politics as both an

important national priority and a personal political priority. The question prompt is deliberately

worded so that the “people” in question are not the respondent, but others different from the

respondent. Per our theory, a white American prejudiced against ethnic and racial minorities

should be less likely to prioritize allowing more people more say in politics since this should also

entail enfranchising the people against whom the respondent is prejudiced.

Table A.11 communicates the results of two models that explain variation in the voice vari-

able we estimate and include as part of the emancipative values variable. The first model in Table

A.11 excludes the other values that comprise the emancipative values variable while the second

model includes them as additional covariates. We find robust negative effects for the white social

prejudice variable on the voice variable. A white respondent who would not want an immi-

grant/foreign worker, member of a different race, or a person who speaks a different language

as a neighbor scores lower on the voice variable (i.e. is less likely to prioritize giving people more
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Table A.9: The Covariates of (Indexed) Democratic Orientations of
White Americans in the World Values Survey (1995-2011)

Additive Index Latent Estimate
Age -0.652 *** -0.255 ***

(0.065) (0.029)
Age^2 0.226 0.087

(0.117) (0.052)
Female 0.241 *** 0.072 **

(0.061) (0.027)
College Educated -0.445 *** -0.168 ***

(0.070) (0.031)
Ideology -0.222 ** -0.073 *

(0.069) (0.031)
Ideology^2 -0.454 *** -0.223 ***

(0.085) (0.038)
Income Scale -0.089 -0.000

(0.067) (0.030)
Republican -0.387 *** -0.150 ***

(0.099) (0.044)
Democrat -0.479 *** -0.090 *

(0.095) (0.043)
Unemployed 0.221 0.079

(0.153) (0.069)
Emancipative Values -0.502 *** -0.244 ***

(0.068) (0.030)
White Social Prejudice 0.494 *** 0.200 ***

(0.080) (0.036)
N 3368 3368

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
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Table A.10: The Factor Loadings from the Graded Response Model for the Latent Estimate

Variable Factor Loading

Oppose Democracy 0.309

Strong Leader 0.899

Army Rule 0.610

of a say in politics, per the construction of the variable). While we observe evidence that suggests

the voice value as a dependent variable to be explained comports nicely with the main analy-

ses we present in the manuscript, the results we provide in Table A.12—which breaks apart the

emancipative values variable from our main analyses to its four individual components—suggest

the voice variable does not have a robust effect on anti-democratic orientations.

Figure A.12 offers a comparison of the results in Figure 2 in the manuscript with another set

of analyses that omit the emancipative values variable. After all, the results that Welzel (2013)

and Miller (2017) report cross-nationally do not appear to be robust in the United States and it

is not clear that the concept has important sway in an analysis confined to just the United States.

However, Figure A.12 shows that the result for the coefficient of interest is effectively the same

with or without emancipative values included as a statistical control.

Army Rule Oppose Democracy Strong Leader

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

White Social Prejudice
(With Emancipative Values as Control)

White Social Prejudice
(Without Emancipative Values as Control)

Coefficient Estimate (with 95% Intervals)

Results are abbreviated, faceted dot−whisker plots. Full results are available in the replication file. Note: there was no missing observations on emancipative values.
The number of observations are identical across both sets of models and are already communicated in Figure 2 in the mansucript.

Figure A.12: Abbreviated Dot-and-Whisker Plots of the Effect of White Social Prejudice on Anti-
Democratic Orientations (with and without Emancipative Values)

Finally, Figure A.13 shows the results of models that drop the emancipative values variable
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Table A.11: The Covariates of Voice Values of White Americans in the
World Values Survey (1995-2011)

AM20 AM21

Age -0.167 *** -0.150 ***
(0.026) (0.026)

Age^2 0.023 0.045

(0.046) (0.047)
Female 0.008 -0.015

(0.024) (0.025)
College Educated 0.068 * 0.042

(0.027) (0.028)
Ideology -0.195 *** -0.168 ***

(0.027) (0.027)
Ideology^2 0.171 *** 0.168 ***

(0.034) (0.034)
Income Scale -0.033 -0.040

(0.026) (0.027)
Republican -0.285 *** -0.267 ***

(0.039) (0.039)
Democrat -0.123 ** -0.124 **

(0.038) (0.038)
Unemployed 0.062 0.052

(0.059) (0.059)
Autonomy Values 0.074 **

(0.026)
Equality Values 0.102 ***

(0.026)
Choice Values 0.019

(0.028)
White Social Prejudice -0.093 ** -0.081 *

(0.032) (0.032)
N 3405 3392

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
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Table A.12: The Covariates of Anti-Democratic Orientations of White
Americans in the World Values Survey (1995-2011)

AM22 AM23 AM24
Strong Army Oppose
Leader Rule Democracy

Age -0.441 *** -0.457 *** -0.596 ***
(0.090) (0.078) (0.124)

Age^2 0.108 0.032 0.024

(0.161) (0.142) (0.230)
Female 0.086 0.182 * 0.515 ***

(0.086) (0.074) (0.123)
College Educated -0.524 *** -0.142 -1.017 ***

(0.105) (0.084) (0.176)
Ideology -0.002 -0.155 -0.232

(0.104) (0.084) (0.143)
Ideology^2 -0.505 *** -0.276 ** -0.188

(0.133) (0.103) (0.181)
Income Scale 0.043 -0.026 -0.404 **

(0.094) (0.080) (0.133)
Republican -0.350 ** -0.150 -0.171

(0.133) (0.118) (0.165)
Democrat -0.023 -0.039 -1.486 ***

(0.127) (0.113) (0.191)
Autonomy Values -0.145 -0.002 -0.390 ***

(0.087) (0.077) (0.119)
Equality Values -0.421 *** -0.169 * -0.167

(0.093) (0.080) (0.130)
Choice Values -0.367 *** 0.099 -0.596 ***

(0.098) (0.083) (0.142)
Voice Values -0.095 0.125 0.103

(0.090) (0.076) (0.127)
White Social Prejudice 0.533 *** 0.373 *** 0.529 ***

(0.102) (0.094) (0.139)

Random Effect
sd(Year) 0.197 0.239 0.259

N 3365 3351 3334

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
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in favor of the child autonomy index of interest to the authoritarianism scholarship (see Stenner,

2005). Whereas the child autonomy index and the autonomy component of the emancipative

values variable are highly correlated (r = .704), this test drops the emancipative values variable

for the child autonomy index. The figure is purposely abbreviated to highlight just the effect of

the child autonomy index and the white social prejudice measure. The results show a significant

and negative effect of the child autonomy index in just two of the three models, though the

negative sign is consistent with the intuition from the authoritarianism scholarship. Notice,

however, the white social prejudice measure is unaffected.

Army Rule Oppose Democracy Strong Leader

−0.3 0.0 0.3 0.6 −0.3 0.0 0.3 0.6 −0.3 0.0 0.3 0.6

Child Autonomy Index

White Social Prejudice

Coefficient Estimate (with 95% Intervals)

Results are abbreviated, faceted dot−whisker plots. Full results are available in the replication file. Note: there was no missing observations on emancipative values.
The number of observations are identical across both sets of models and are already communicated in Figure 2 in the mansucript.

Figure A.13: Abbreviated Dot-and-Whisker Plots of the Effect of White Social Prejudice on Anti-
Democratic Orientations (with Child Autonomy Index Instead of Emancipative Values)
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